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from this site.Sen. Chuck Grassley Charles (Chuck) Ernest GrassleyGOP lawmakers distance themselves from Trump comments on transfer
of power The Hill's 12:30 Report: Ginsburg lies in repose Top GOP senators say Hunter Biden's work 'cast a shadow' over Obama Ukraine
policy MORE (R-Iowa) on Wednesday called for the Federal Communications Commission to take action to ensure U.S. consumers are not
charged exorbitant fees for not having cable service. “Today, we are announcing that the FCC should take immediate action to ensure that

consumers are not saddled with exorbitant fees for not having cable,” he said in a statement. ADVERTISEMENT Grassley, chairman of the
Senate Judiciary Committee, said the FCC's latest net neutrality order contained "lax" regulations that could lead to consumer costs rising by
thousands of dollars, and touted a series of regulations passed by his committee that "help ensure the growth of broadband competition." He

noted the provisions included setting price caps on access fees imposed by broadband providers and defining minimum standards for the costs
of broadband services. "Given the importance of broadband and its affordability for consumers, the FCC should move promptly to address
significant concerns that consumers might be charged exorbitant fees for not having cable, as this can be viewed as a race to the bottom,” he

said. Grassley also noted a measure his committee passed last year to "ensure a truly vibrant marketplace for broadband Internet" by
establishing protections for mobile broadband providers. He said that while the FCC has made good progress on net neutrality in their most
recent order, some concerns "remain unresolved" and the FCC should "immediately address those concerns to ensure a thriving marketplace

for broadband Internet."Revisiting Safety of Current AIDS Vaccines: Prophylactic Vaccine: A Comparison of the Human Immunodeficiency
Virus Type-1 Env gp
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